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Some Important Insights
• System using true distributions is best in both performance and efficiency as predicted by theory
• Decision based on local likelihood is competitive in the example -idea of "ensemble of local models"?
• SVM relies on local optimization; performs well but is not efficient; may be sensitive to bias
• kNN uses strictly local knowledge but is both unoptimized and un-structured (un-optimized SVM?)
• Model based recognizer can be as good as any 
Markov Random Field Model
Each node is associated with an r. v.
A Gibbs measure 
• RBM is a generative stochastic RNN: given an input vector it finds the network state with highest probability • Conditional independence among nodes of same layer • Trained with contrastive divergence algorithm 
RBM and Gauss-Markov R-F
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Remarks
• The Boltzmann machine, as an RNN, converges to the most probable state defined by the weight matrix, which has been trained by provided data • Multivariate Gaussian is the underpinning model; pay attention to precision matrix • Markov property reduces the correlation structure; the clique system needs not be based on adjacency • RBM learns the multivariate correlation structure of an MRF via the hidden node layer; it learns the correlation from data, not from human experts What Does RBM Accomplish?
• Final Thoughts
